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The Chosen Roadie

11 O'clock Is a Direction

Raptor's Veid

Lamprey Attack

Spirit of Bladehenge

Ruins

Time To Break the Chains

The Big Kiss
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Blades of Serenity

The Spider's Lair

Thunderhorn

Betrayed

Sea of Black Tears

A Creature Shall Rise

Pile of Skulls

Gather This Great Army

Rescue from the Sea of Tears

The Pleasure Tower

The End?

Girlfriend (Kabbage Boy)
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Take this more as a donation to your. Best game ever.. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing Awsome!. I have very few time play on
my steam account (have a compatibility issue with current GPU) However, I have massive amounts of hours invested in this on
consoles as one of my favorite games of all time. The only true tribute to metal you will find in video game format, it is bold,
hilarious and...
"What is that sound? It's a devil screaming! An angel singing! It's the pounding of creation's hammer upon the anvil of time!...
IT'S \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING AWESOME!" :). The soundtrack's alright, but it's a shame they couldn't get the rights to
all 100+ songs from all those awesome bands that you hear in the game.. That's br\u00fctal.
12\/10 would discover and fall in love with all over again.
Metal culture needs more wonderful landmarks in different enterprises, like this. It adds a whole new world of color to us all..
First thing you should know about the DLC:  It does not include all the soundtrack you can hear in the game!
You get 20 songs which were made for the game. Anyway it's a good soundtrack, so definitely worth checking out!. Not
recommend can't play as Spice Girls
. Banged my head
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I was expecting to play a full "hack and slash" sort of game, instead there are lots of MOBA mission, as well as the multiplayer
that is a full MOBA, which i hate.
But the game is still good, the main quest is short, but if you love to listen Metal music you will take lots of pleasure to travel
around the open world in your fantasy car to finish all the secondary mission and hidden things.
The playlist is just excellent, this is a good game overall, funny as well.. yeahhhh !!!!. Best soundtrack, PURE METAL!. Pure
Metal ;) perfect. what a ripoff
12 tracks while the original game includes over 300
and the 12 they put in the sound track are complete crap
so no would not advise buying this
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